Over 1813 resources are available in English on the topic of China. Below is a list of some of the resources available. More can be found by searching our catalog at: http://catalog.crl.edu/

E-RESOURCES
Note: There are over 133 E-resources for China. In addition to the resources below, you can find information on China in our E-collection of Chinese Pamphlets at http://ecollections.crl.edu/cdm4/index_hunters.php?CISOROOT=/hunters

**AUTHOR**  Andrews, Bridie Jane.
**IMPRINT**  1996.
**OCLC #**  52923966.
**Online version**  http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/19556

**TITLE**  The status of Tibet in the diplomacy of China, Britain, the United States and India, 1911-1959 [microform] / Joseph Askew.
**AUTHOR**  Askew, Joseph.
**IMPRINT**  2002.
**OCLC #**  233638519.
**Online version**  http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/25604

**TITLE**  Market forces and communist power : local political institutions and economic development in China / Maria Edin.
**AUTHOR**  Edin, Maria.
**IMPRINT**  Uppsala : Uppsala University, 2000.
**OCLC #**  44831735.
**Online version**  http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/30317

**TITLE**  The role of China in the spread of Islam in South-East Asia [microform] / Sayyid Qudratullah Fatimi.
**AUTHOR**  Fatimi, Sayyid Qudratullah.
**IMPRINT**  1961.
**OCLC #**  58473461.
**Online version**  http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/28546

**AUTHOR**  Galikowski, Maria B.
**IMPRINT**  1990.
**OCLC #**  60608567.
**Online version**  http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/32706
**TITLE**  The history of Freemasonry in Shanghai and northern China: containing a complete list of all the regular lodges and royal arch chapters, &c / from the records compiled by F. M. Gratton brought up-to-date (1913) and enlarged by the authority of Robt. S. Ivy.

**AUTHOR** Gratton, Frederick M.


**OCLC #** 4224650.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/14917](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/14917)

**TITLE**  A preliminary survey of the forest flora of southeastern China, by H.H. Hu.

**AUTHOR** Hu, Hsen Hsu, 1894-

**IMPRINT** Nanking, Science Society of China, 1926.

**OCLC #** 17949792.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/31355](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/31355)


**AUTHOR** Kurokawa, Kumiko.

**IMPRINT** 2004.

**OCLC #** 219769605.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/23612](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/23612)

**TITLE**  The China mission advocate.

**IMPRINT** Louisville, Ky.

**OCLC #** 6268454.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:

**HOLDINGS** MF-4211 r.1 v. 1, no. 1-12 Jan-Dec. 1839.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/24207](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/24207)

**TITLE**  China and Japan in our museums, by Benjamin March ... with an introduction by Frederick P. Keppel.

**AUTHOR** March, Benjamin, 1899-1934.

**IMPRINT** Chicago, Illinois, The University of Chicago press [1929]

**OCLC #** 3567475.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/33584](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/33584)

**TITLE**  Beheading the red dragon [microform] : a history of female inner alchemy in China / Elena Valussi.

**AUTHOR** Valussi, Elena.

**IMPRINT** 2002.

**OCLC #** 56342334.

**Online version** [http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/19569](http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/19569)
Community and nation : essays on Southeast Asia and the Chinese / Wang Gungwu ; selected by Anthony Reid.

Wang, Gungwu.

Singapore : Published for the Asian Studies Association of Australia by Heinemann Educational Books (Asia), 1981.

OCLC # 8413319.

Online version http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/20299


University of London. School of Oriental and African Studies.

Marlborough : Adam Matthew, 2006-

OCLC # 84993403.

Online guide http://www.ampltd.co.uk/digital_guides/china_inland_mission_parts_1_and_2/Contents.aspx

Online version of sample document: Chinese Empire http://dds.crl.edu/CRLdelivery.asp?tid=3116

The Complete records of the mission of General George C. Marshall to China, December 1945-January 1947 [microform]


OCLC # 19223154.

Consular records, Tientsin, 1860-1952 [microfilm]

Great Britain. Foreign Office.


OCLC # 28037640.

Center has: MF-7932 (4 reels) F.O. 674/1-54.

General correspondence. China, 1879-1905 [microform]

Great Britain. Foreign Office.

AUTHOR India Office Library and Records.
OCLC # 57620205.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS UB251.I9 H37 Guide (Ref Copy)
HOLDINGS E-13291 Guide (Loan Copy)
http://www.idc.nl/catalog/faid/439faid.html

CALL # MF-5703.
OCLC # 13193991.
Online guide http://bibpurl.oclc.org/web/25627

MONOGRAPHS
Note: CRL has over 1093 monographs in English on the topic of China. Below is a list of some of the items.

CALL # E-8689.
AUTHOR Adamson, Bo.
TITLE Design of energy efficient houses in People's Republic of China including utilization of passive solar energy : heat balance of heated and passive residential buildings in China / Bo Adamson.
OCLC # 16653255.

CALL # 84-900241.
AUTHOR Adel, Daljit Sen.
OCLC # 10481364.

CALL # 87/58196.
AUTHOR Begum, Raheena.
TITLE Pak-China trade with special reference to trade through the Silk route (Karakuram highway). [microform]
OCLC # 54207098.

**TITLE**  The China Christian year book. [microform]

**IMPRINT**  Shanghai : Christian Literature Society for China, 1926-1939.

**OCLC #**  11521857.

**HOLDINGS**  Center has:

**CALL #**  B-46655.

**TITLE**  China : promoting safety and health in township and village enterprises / ILO East Asia Multidisciplinary Advisory Team ILO/EASTMAT), ILO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific.


**OCLC #**  40447311.

**CALL #**  B-38772.

**TITLE**  China, state and society / [consulting editor, L. Delyusin]


**OCLC #**  13668517.

**CALL #**  85-941868.

**TITLE**  China Society of Singapore, 1949-1984 : 35th anniversary journal.

**IMPRINT**  Singapore : The Society, [1985]

**OCLC #**  17662900.

**CALL #**  FICHE 96/60455 (H)

**AUTHOR**  Elliott, John, fl. 1971-

**TITLE**  India and China- Asia's new giants [microform] : stepping stones to prosperity / John Elliott.


**OCLC #**  36430288.

**CALL #**  90/60002.

**AUTHOR**  Kelkar, Govind, 1939-

**TITLE**  Women and rural economic reform in China [microform] / by Govind Kelkar.


**OCLC #**  21559668.

**CALL #**  87/60104 (H)

**AUTHOR**  Kelkar, Govind, 1939-

**TITLE**  Women and development programmes in contemporary rural China and India [microform] / by Govind Kelkar.

CALL # 89/80842 (H)
AUTHOR Mobile Seminar on Trade with the People's Republic of China
(2nd : 1986 : Jakarta, Indonesia)
TITLE Laporan pada Mobile Seminar on Trade with the People's Republic
of China di Jakarta tanggal 28 Agustus 1986 [microform]
IMPRINT [Jakarta] : Direktorat Hubungan Perdagangan Luar Negeri : Bagian
Proyek Peningkatan Hubungan Perdagangan Luar Negeri, Departemen
Perdagangan, 1985/1986 [i.e. 1986]
OCLC # 24214810

CALL # 2000/60503 (D)
TITLE New equations between India and China [microform]
IMPRINT [Delhi] : Centre for Indian Political Research & Analysis, [2000]
OCLC # 45759123.

CALL # 87/60040 (H)
AUTHOR Panikar, P. G. K. (Puthenveetil Govinda Kesava), 1923-
TITLE Financing healthcare in the People's Republic of China
[microform] : implications of some recent developments / P.G.K.
Panikar.
OCLC # 17174571

CALL # 90/31836.
AUTHOR Seet, Thomas.
TITLE China and Singapore [microform] : problems and prospects of
expanding business ties.
IMPRINT [Singapore] : Research Dept., DBS Bank, [1986]
OCLC # 24431998

CALL # FICHE 97/60153 (D)
AUTHOR Seminar on the Emerging China: Political, Economic, and Military
Implications for India (1994 : University of Pune)
TITLE Proceedings of Seminar on the Emerging China: Political, Economic
and Military Implications for India, 22-23 November, 1994
[microform] / Centre for Advanced Strategic Studies.
IMPRINT [Pune : The Centre, 1994?]
OCLC # 37282522

CALL # FICHE 97/60258 (D)
AUTHOR Tajuddin, Mohd.
TITLE China and South Asia [microform] : a perspective for the study of
Bangla-China relations / Mohd. Tajuddin.
IMPRINT Calcutta, India : Maulana Abu Kalam Azad Institute of Asian
Dissertations

Cataloging of CRL’s dissertation collection (800,000) has been completed and one can now perform a scoped search of CRL’s catalog for just dissertations using: http://www-apps.crl.edu/catalog/dissertationSearch.asp. If there is a foreign dissertation that you know has been published, the CRL will attempt to obtain a copy and have it shipped to the Center. Information on the Dissertation Demand Purchase program can be found here: http://www.crl.edu/demand-purchase-program. On the subject of China there are 25 resources available in English. Note that the titles may be in one language, but the resource may be available in more than one language.

**CALL # P-00169916.**
**AUTHOR** Chen, Xinping.
**TITLE** Optimization of the fertilizer management of a winter wheat/summer maize rotation system in the northern China plain / Xinping Chen.
**IMPRINT** 2003.
**OCLC #** 53063645.

**CALL # P-90025444.**
**AUTHOR** Du, Yaping.
**TITLE** Training GP trainers in P. R. China [microform] : the IDSD model and its evaluation in Zhejiang province / Yaping Du.
**IMPRINT** 2005.
**OCLC #** 62786345.

**CALL # P-00268249.**
**AUTHOR** Fällman, Fredrik.
**TITLE** Salvation and modernity intellectuals and faith in contemporary China / Fredrik Fällman.
**IMPRINT** 2004.
**OCLC #** 57204170.

**CALL # P-00288396.**
**AUTHOR** Fei, Yiwen.
**TITLE** The institutional change in China after its reform in 1979 : An institutional analysis with a focus on mergers and acquisitions/ Yiwen Fei.
**IMPRINT** 2004.
**OCLC #** 58834032.

**CALL # P-00380757.**
**AUTHOR** Han, Zheng.
**TITLE** Managing foreign R&D activities in the P. R. of china / Zheng
CALL #: P-00053813
AUTHOR: Hong Ying, 1962-
TITLE: Effects of changing lives of women on fertility in rural China: with comparison to their husbands' roles / Hong Ying.
OCLC #: 69663269.

CALL #: P-00079703
AUTHOR: Jingzhong, ye.

CALL #: P-80000198
AUTHOR: Lee, Jeanyoung.
OCLC #: 49561066.

CALL #: P-80009326
AUTHOR: Su, Wei.
TITLE: Maritime boundary problems between China and Japan and between China and South Korea in the Yellow and the East China Seas [microform]: an analysis in the light of international law relating to maritime delimitation / Wei Su.
OCLC #: 63916149.

CALL #: P-00353518
AUTHOR: Thurner, Mary-Olive.
TITLE: Foreign expansion under uncertainty - the case of multinational companies in China / Mary-Olive Thurner.
OCLC #: 63516840.

CALL #: P-00280091
AUTHOR: Vega, Paul.
TITLE: Venture capital in China: investment processes and decision-making / Paul Vega.
OCLC #  57720062

CALL #  P-00442028.
AUTHOR  Wang, Ling.
TITLE   Corporate governance in China: roles of the state, the supervisory board and the board of directors in large listed companies / Ling Wang.
IMPRINT 2006.
OCLC #  80184192.

CALL #  P-80014583.
AUTHOR  Wright, David Frank Aston.
TITLE   The transmission of Western science into China 1840-1900 [microform] / David Frank Aston Wright.
IMPRINT 1995.
OCLC #  76875368.

CALL #  P-90074167.
AUTHOR  Xu, Gang.
IMPRINT 1996.
OCLC #  213867579.

CALL #  P-00014173.
AUTHOR  Zhang, Mingshun.
TITLE   Measuring urban sustainability in China = Het meten van duurzame ontwikkeling in Chinese steden / Zhang Mingshun.
IMPRINT 2002.
OCLC #  49752874
OCLC #  51340850

CALL #  P-00541798.
AUTHOR  Zhang, Xueyuan.
IMPRINT 2007.
OCLC #  182722790.

CALL #  P-80004319.
AUTHOR  Zhong, Baoxian.
TITLE   Chinese business groups in Hong Kong and political change in South China, 1900s-1920s [microform] / Po-yin Stephanie Chung.
IMPRINT 1995.
OCLC #  55129338
NEWSPAPERS AND SERIALS

A newspaper search can be initiated by going to http://catalog.crl.edu/ and selecting the “Newspapers” tab. From there, the search can be limited by keyword, country, or U.S. state. If one were searching for Chinese newspapers, simply select China from the drop down menu. 232 newspaper records show up. The results can be narrowed by selecting the “Limit this search” button near the top of the page. From here, it becomes possible to select titles written in a specific language, or with a specific word in the title. One can limit by years but since this search will be performed on the date field in the bibliographic record it will necessarily retrieve titles for which we have holdings for the time period one is interested in, thus I do not recommend using this limit.

The following are just some of the newspapers held by CRL. There are many more titles available in our catalog.

**TITLE**    Anking newsletter. [microform]
**IMPRINT**   Anking, [China : American Episcopal Diocese of Anking, 1920?-]
**OCLC #**    17270553.
**HOLDINGS**  Center has:
**HOLDINGS**  MF-4215 (1 reel)  v. 18, no. 1-7 (Autumn 1937-Dec. 1938); v. 19, no. 1-3 (Jan.-June 1939); v. 20, no. 1-5 (Sept., 1939-May 1940); v. 21, no. 1-4 (Oct. 1940-June 1941), v. 22, no. 1 (Oct. 1941); new series, v. 2, no. 4 (1945?); v. 21, no. 4 (Dec. 1947); v. 22, no. 1-2 (Feb., June 1948)

**TITLE**    Canton register [microform]
**IMPRINT**   Canton : [James Matheson], 1827-1843.
**CONT’D BY** Hongkong, late Canton, register (DLC)sn 95022261 (OCoLC)18011769.
**OCLC #**    18029130    .
**OCLC #**    26608746.
**HOLDINGS**  Center has:
**HOLDINGS**  MF-9859 (4 reels)  Nov. 8, 1827-June 10, 1843.
**HOLDINGS**  Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE**    China Christian advocate.
**IMPRINT**   Shanghai, China Central Conference of the Methodist Church.
**OCLC #**    6582516.
**HOLDINGS**  Center has:
**HOLDINGS**  LACKS: v. 12, no. 1; v. 14, no. 23-24; v. 15, no. 12; v. 18.
**HOLDINGS**  v. 19, no. 1-7, 11; v. 21, no. 4, 6; v. 22, no. 2-9, 12; v. 23, no. 1;
**HOLDINGS**  v. 24, no. 1-2, 4, 6.

**TITLE**    The China Christian year book. [microform]
**IMPRINT**   Shanghai : Christian Literature Society for China, 1926-1939.
**CONTINUES** China mission year book (OCoLC)11521824.
OCLC # 11521857.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS MF-4209 r.4-5 no. 14-21 1926-1938/39.

**TITLE** The Chinese courier [microform]
**IMPRINT** Canton : [Markwick & Lane], 1832-1833.
**CONTINUES** Chinese courier and Canton gazette (DLC)sn 95046428 (OCoLC)18023844.
**OCLC #** 18043989.
**HOLDINGS** Center has:
HOLDINGS MF-738 Apr. 14, 1832-Sept. 23, 1833 (1 reel); LACKS: May 19-June 9, Aug. 4-11, Dec. 29, 1832; Feb. 16-Mar. 9, 1833.
**HOLDINGS** Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE** Chinese courier and Canton gazette [microform]
**IMPRINT** Canton : [Markwick & Lane], 1831-1832.
**CONT'D BY** Chinese courier (DLC)sn 95046429 (OCoLC)18043989.
**OCLC #** 18023844.
**HOLDINGS** Center has:
**HOLDINGS** MF-738 (1 reel) July 28, 1831-Apr. 5, 1832.
**HOLDINGS** Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE** The China medical journal [microform] / Medical Missionary Association of China.
**IMPRINT** Shanghai : The Association, [1907-1931]
**CONTINUES** China medical missionary journal (DLC)sn 96021945 (OCoLC)11552787.
**CONT'D BY** Chung-hua i hsüeh tsa chih (Shanghai, China)
**CONT'D BY** Chinese medical journal (Peking, China : 1932)
**OCLC #** 11552863.
**HOLDINGS** Center has:
**HOLDINGS** MF-4206 (reels 2-6) v. 21, no. 3-v. 35, no. 6 (May 1907-Nov. 1921)
**HOLDINGS** ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL IN HARD COPY.

**TITLE** The China times [microform] = I wen hsi pao.
**UNF TITLE** China times (Peking, China)
**IMPRINT** Peking : China Times,
**OCLC #** 9840447.
**HOLDINGS** Center has:
**HOLDINGS** MF-5333 June 3, 1901 (reel 1)
**HOLDINGS** Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE** Chinese press review.
**IMPRINT** Hong Kong, U.S. Consulate.
**OCLC #** 12741559.

**TITLE** The Chinese public opinion [microform] = Ying-wen Pei-ching jih-
**pao.**

**IMPRINT** Peking : Chinese public opinion, [1908-1909]

**CONT'D BY** Peking daily news (DLC)sn 95046072 (OCoLC)6509937.

**OCLC #** 6039258.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:

**HOLDINGS** MF-5333 May 5, 1908-Apr. 29, 1909 (reels 1-2)

**HOLDINGS** Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE** Educational review [microform]

**UNF TITLE** Educational review (Shanghai, China)

**IMPRINT** Shanghai : Educational Association of China, [1909-1938]

**CONTINUES** Monthly bulletin of the Educational Association of China (OCoLC)10405552.

**ABSORBD BY** Chinese recorder (OCoLC)6781287.

**ABSORBD BY** Chinese recorder and educational review (OCoLC)6781298.

**OCLC #** 10405530.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:

**HOLDINGS** MF-4208 r.1-6 v.2-4, 6-30 (1909-Nov. 1938)

**TITLE** The friend of China [microform]

**UNF TITLE** Friend of China (Canton, China)

**IMPRINT** Canton : William Tarrant,

**CONTINUES** Friend of China, and Hongkong gazette (DLC)sn 95022280 (OCoLC)32530311.

**OCLC #** 32530440.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:

**HOLDINGS** MF-9905 Oct. 6, 1860-Dec. 21, 1861; Feb. 18, 1863 (reel 10)

**HOLDINGS** Neg. MF-at lab.

**TITLE** Manchuria daily news [microform]

**IMPRINT** Dairen : Tamura Kaichirō,

**OCLC #** 11968571.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:

**HOLDINGS** MF-10612 (61 reels) [Oct. 29, 1912-May 1940]

**TITLE** North China standard = Hua-pei cheng pao.

**IMPRINT** Peking : Standard Press,

**OCLC #** 11963671.

**HOLDINGS** Center has:


**HOLDINGS** ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.

**TITLE** North China standard [microform] = Hua-pei cheng pao.

**IMPRINT** Peking : Standard Press,

**OCLC #** 31924608.

**HOLDINGS** Some issues filmed in poor condition.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS MF-9714 (4 reels) Jan. 5-Dec. 1927.
HOLDINGS Neg. MF-1835 (4 reels) Jan. 5-Dec. 1927.
HOLDINGS ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL IN HARD COPY.

TITLE Peking daily news [microform] = Ying wen Peking jih pao.
IMPRINT Peking : Peking daily news,
CONTINUES Chinese public opinion (DLC)sn 95046071 (OCoLC)6039258.
OCLC # 6509937 .
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS Neg. MF-at lab.
HOLDINGS ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL IN HARD COPY.

TITLE Peking daily news = Ying wen Peking jih pao.
EDITION English ed.
IMPRINT Peking : Peking Daily News,
CONTINUES Chinese public opinion (OCoLC)9840251.
OCLC # 9840082.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.

TITLE Peking gazette.
IMPRINT Peking : Peking Gazette,
OCLC # 12108948 .
HOLDINGS All issues lack title pages.
HOLDINGS Center has:

TITLE Peking post [microform] = Pei-ching hsin pao.
IMPRINT Peking : L.S. Regine, [1910]
OCLC # 6509961.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS Neg. MF-at lab.

TITLE Selections from China mainland magazines [microform]
CONTINUES Extracts from China mainland magazines (OCoLC)9911974.
CONT'D BY Selections from People's Republic of China magazines (OCoLC) 6895820.
OCLC # 9911950.
HOLDINGS Center has:

TITLE West China missionary news [microform]
IMPRINT Chungking, West China : [West China Missions Advisory Board], [1899]-1943.
OCLC # 7549478.
HOLDINGS Center has:
HOLDINGS MF-4207 v.[3-45] 1901-1943.